
FOI Request - Facilities for Young Trans Students – 101003268652 

 

School Trans Students Comments 

Buckie High School  1) the gender they identify as  Yes - see answer to 3 
2) their choice Yes - see answer to 3 
3) an alternative option such as the accessible/neutral/nurse's bathroom  This has been our preferred option so far - 
and students have been delighted to take it. 
4) neither/some/all of the above (please elaborate) Any further commentary (e.g., "we only have neutral 
bathrooms") or clarification (e.g., if the answer differs in the case of changing facilities) is welcomed.  We have  a 
mixture of gender specific and gender neutral facilities - trans students are involved in discussion around which 
options suit them best and supported in that.  This has extended (for example) to changing rooms - where options 
have including using staff facilities or accessible toilets.  Typically this issue is more contentious for parents - the 
students typically just get on with it. 

Elgin Academy  Our response would be option 4.  We do have trans pupils and have had a number of the year, each individual case is 
treated in its own right.  Pupils have a choice in the main but we also do have alternative toilets if the pupils wish for 
this.  It is all done is discussion with the young person. 

Elgin High School NIL – Not held.*   

Forres Academy  We would offer an alternative neutral toilet (we have a few dotted around the school). 

Keith Grammar School  Option 3 - an alternative option  

Lossiemouth High School NIL We do not have any trans pupils but we have students who identify as them/they. These pupils choose to change for 
PE etc. in one of our accessible toilet areas. 

Milne's High School   4) neither/some/all of the above (please elaborate) Any further commentary (e.g., "we only have neutral 
bathrooms") or clarification (e.g., if the answer differs in the case of changing facilities) is welcomed. 
 

Speyside High School   We discuss with the young person and (parent where appropriate) and make a decision on a case by case basis. 

   

Aberlour Primary NIL  

Alves Primary NIL  

Anderson's Primary NIL  

Applegrove Primary NIL  

Bishopmill Primary  NIL  

Botriphnie Primary NIL  

Burghead Primary NIL  

Cluny Primary NIL  

Craigellachie Primary NIL  

Cullen Primary  NIL  

Dallas Primary                NIL neutral bathrooms P1-4/ P5-7  

Dyke Primary NIL  

East End Primary NIL an alternative option such as the accessible/neutral/nurse's bathroom 

Findochty Primary  NIL  

Glenlivet Primary NIL  



Greenwards Primary NIL  

Hopeman Primary NIL  

Hythehill Primary  - 
 

an alternative option such as the accessible/neutral/nurse's bathroom - Most Likely  
4) neither/some/all of the above (please elaborate) Any further commentary (e.g., "we only have neutral 
bathrooms") or clarification (e.g., if the answer differs in the case of changing facilities) is welcomed. With Primary 
school pupils I would be likely to involve parents, where appropriate along with pupils to find a solution which suits 
the child.  

Keith Primary NIL  

Kinloss Primary   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Less than 5 

1) the gender they identify as  
No - alternative provision has been provided using the disabled toilet as a unisex toilet, which has been 
communicated to the parent of the trans child 
2) their choice  
No - alternative provision has been provided using the disabled toilet as a unisex toilet, which has been 
communicated to the parent of the trans child 
3) an alternative option such as the accessible/neutral/nurse's bathroom  
Yes as agreed with the parent and after consultation with HQ on guidance of this  
4) neither/some/all of the above (please elaborate) Any further commentary (e.g., "we only have neutral 
bathrooms") or clarification (e.g., if the answer differs in the case of changing facilities) is welcomed. 

Knockando Primary  NIL  

Lhanbryde Primary NIL  

Linkwood Primary  Less than 5 We have unisex toilets and we have one trans pupil. 

Logie Primary  NIL  

Millbank Primary  NIL  

Milne's Primary NIL  

Mortlach Primary NIL  

Mosstodloch Primary NIL  

Mosstowie Primary NIL  

 
New Elgin Primary  

 
NIL 

At New Elgin we do not have gender neutral toilets so we would in conjunction with the parents and child, agree that 
the safest place would be the toilet in the medical room or the disabled toilet both of which are single toilets. 

Newmill Primary  NIL  

Pilmuir Primary NIL Hypothetically - it would be responsive to each individual situation. 

Portessie Primary NIL  

Portgordon Primary  NIL Hypothetically, I think initially we would offer any pupil concerned access to the accessible bathroom in either school 
which is currently not being used. This would give us an opportunity to discuss the situation with the individual pupil 
and their parents/carers.  We don't have changing facilities in school so only the query regarding bathrooms is 
relevant for our schools 

Portknockie Primary NIL Hypothetically, I think initially we would offer any pupil concerned access to the accessible bathroom in either school 
which is currently not being used. This would give us an opportunity to discuss the situation with the individual pupil 
and their parents/carers.  We don't have changing facilities in school so only the query regarding bathrooms is 
relevant for our schools 

Rothes Primary NIL  

Rothiemay Primary   NIL  



Seafield Primary  Less than 5 Our Trans pupils use the Accessible toilet in school 

St Gerardine Primary NIL 1) the gender they identify as 
2) their choice 

St Peter's RC Primary NIL  

St Sylvester's Primary  NIL  

St Thomas RC Primary  NIL  

Tomintoul Primary  NIL  

West End Primary  NIL  

 
*  Information that is not held falls under Section 17 of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 - Information not held. 

 
 
 


